
Chapter 15, Firearms 

http://www.firearmsid.com/vcm/cult3d/sabot_rifle.htm/


Objective:  You will be able to describe the anatomy of a 

“bullet”. 

 



Chapter 15, Firearms 

                                                                                    

From left  

50 BMG, 300 Win Mag, .308 Winchester, 7.62x39mm, 5.56x45mm NATO, .22LR  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rifle_cartridge_comparison_w_scale.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rifle_cartridge_comparison_w_scale.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/.22LR


Oct. 10, 2002: Sniper Terrorizes 

D.C. (YouTube) 

 

https://youtu.be/hcZ_IRKzJzE
https://youtu.be/hcZ_IRKzJzE


Firearms: DC Sniper case 

 
 Forensic evidence obtained 

 October 2-October 22, 2002  

14 acts of violence (10 Killed) 

Casings  

Projectile Fragments 

Projectiles  

Later used to confirm 

– semiautomatic .223-caliber firearm 

 

 

 



Firearms: DC Sniper case 

 
 John Allen Muhammad, 41 

Born John Allen Williams  

Found guilty  

received the death penalty 

his execution by lethal injection on 

November 10, 2009.  

 John Lee Malco,  17 

Life without parole 



Firearms Chapter 15 Outline

 What is Firearm Identification? 

 
 Bullet Comparisons,  

Types 

Caliber 

Anatomy of a bullet 

Cartridge Cases 

Grooves 

 

 Firearms  
Types  

Anatomy   

 

 Automated Firearms Search System 
National Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN) 

 

 Gunpowder residue  

 

 Primer residue 



Anatomy of a “Bullet” 

• Magnum means 

more explosive 

force in bullet 

 

• Caused by more 

powder 



Comparison of bullets 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



38 Caliber 

Bullets 

Casings 

44 Caliber 



Parts of a Bullet Animation 

Different amounts of powder affects 

the “strength” of the shot 
 

 



Comparison of bullets 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



Watch this 40 minute video from the link above 

https://youtu.be/sNaiyWmb8Y8 

 

https://youtu.be/sNaiyWmb8Y8


Objective:  You will be able to list the differences between 

the various types of bullets. 

 



Comparison of bullets 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=4 

 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=4


Types of Bullet Primers 

Rim Fire 

Center Fire 

 



Comparison of bullets 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=4 

 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=4


How a Centerfire Cartridge is Fired  

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=5 

 

http://www2.huntercourse.com/canada/PrinceEdwardIsland/education/?chapter=2&page=5


Types of Bullets 

1. Frangible Bullets 

2. Non-Expanding Bullets 

-Full Metal Jacket 

3. Expanding Bullets  

 

 



Frangibles 
 Frangible bullets break up into 

very small pieces upon impact 

with the target  

 

 Penetration of this type of 

bullet is limited  

 

 Inflicted damage is typically 

near the surface of the target 

 

 Safest type of bullet to use in 

semi-populated areas, as the 

risk of ricochet is minimized 

 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.eurekalert.org/multimedia/pub/web/1135_web.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.eurekalert.org/multimedia/pub/1135.php&h=728&w=400&sz=40&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=V0MWRT6Tux3HiM:&tbnh=141&tbnw=77&prev=/images%3Fq%3DFrangibles%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN


Non-Expanding Bullets 

 
 Non-expanding (FMJ) bullets typically retain their general shape 

as the bullet penetrates and passes through target. 

  

 Penetration is much greater than other bullet types 

 

 Since the wound channel is typically much narrower than that of 
an expanding bullet, the damage caused by a non-expanding 
bullet is usually much less 



Full metal jacket (or FMJ)  

 Is a bullet consisting of 
– soft core  

– Fully encased in a shell of harder metal (jacket) 

 

 

 The jacket allows for higher muzzle velocities than bare 
lead without depositing significant amounts of metal in 
the bore.  

 

 It also prevents damage to bores from steel or armor-
piercing core materials.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rleeermeygfdl.PNG


Expanding Bullets 

 
 Expanding bullets are designed to deform or "mushroom" as the bullet 

penetrates and passes through the target 

 

 

 The objective is to cause catastrophic damage to vital organs, especially 
the heart and lungs, so that the animal dies as quickly as possible. 

 

 

 Almost all big game hunting bullets are of the expanding type.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:.38_Special_mushrooming_side_view.jpg


Objective:  You will be able to differentiate 

between the types of firearms. 

 



Understanding Caliber  

Caliber is simply a unit of measurement of the diameter 
of the bullet using inches.  

 

 .45 caliber means .45 inches wide.  

 

mm is the metric system measurement. 9mm means 9 
millimeters wide.  

 



38 Caliber and 44 Caliber 



50 BMG, 22LR  

The 50 BMG 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rifle_cartridge_comparison_w_scale.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/.22LR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PEO_Browning_M2_HB_Machine_Gun.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:50BMG_Rounds.jpg


Bullets travel far!  



Always match the data 



Firearms Demo 

 The rifle is chambered for the .577 Tyrannosaurus Rex.   

 According to reloading data, the 13.6 pound rifle  

 

 At a velocity approaching 2600 fps for a muzzle energy 
of over 11000 foot-pounds.   

 

 This energy is comparable to that of the US military's 
.50 BMG cartridge frequently used as a heavy 
machinegun and anti-material rifle. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rifle_cartridge_comparison.jpg


Firearms Demo 

 http://firearmsid.com/A_featurevideo.htm 

 

http://firearmsid.com/A_featurevideo.htm


Types of firearms 

 Handguns 
Revolvers 

Semi Automatic 

Automatic (hold trigger) 

 

 Rifles 
Bolt Action 

Semi Automatic 

Fully Automatic 

 

 Shotguns 



Firearm Anatomy 



Rifle Anatomy 

1. Stock 

2. Action 

3. Sight 

4. Barrel 

5. Trigger Guard 

6. Magazine 

7. Muzzle 

 

 



Handgun Locked N loaded Pistols 

part 2 



Shotgun Parts 



Shotguns 

Determing Gauge: 
One of the earliest ways to designate the size of a shot 
gun was to figure how many bullets could be made from a 
pound of lead.  

 

In time this designation of 'balls to the pound' became 
synonymous with gauge, so that what our forefathers 
called '28 to the pound', we now call '28 gauge'.  

 

If we measure one of those balls, we see that it is .550 
inches in diameter. In modern usage that is the same as 
'.55 caliber'. 



Gauge  

sizing 



Shotgun Video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpINIV57UdQ&safety_mode=true&persist_safety_mode=1


Shotguns vs Rifles 

 The major difference between the two is Barrel rifling. 
– Rifles are, Shotguns are NOT 

 

 

 Grooves purposely scribed into the barrel of the rifle to 
induce spin which  increases accuracy    



Rifling Terminology:  

  Bore: the interior of the firearm barrel 

 

 Rifling: spiral grooves that are formed in the boring of a barrel, 

designed to produce projectile spin 

Produces  

– grooves 

– lands  

Leaves behind irregular marks 

 



Rifling  



Striations 



Firearm identification 

 The first step in a firearm identification is to look at 
class characteristics.  

caliber  

 

 The rifling pattern 
Width of lands 

 

 Eject mark on casing 



Firearm identification 

 The second step is to look at individualistic 
characteristics 

 

Firing pin mark 
 

Land marks 
 As the bullet exits the gun, lands leave striations on bullets 

 These are individualistic because of the rifling process  



 Bullet Comparison 

Water Tank   Comparison  

     Microscope 



Comparison scope of lands and 

grooves match up. 



Objective:  You will be able to discuss how 

projectiles impact glass.  

 





  

Glass Fractures Sequence: 
1. Fractures form on surface opp. the force 

 These radial cracks are formed first 

2. Continued force on surface causes concentric 
cracks on surface side of the force. 

 

    



Glass Fractures Sequence: 



Counting the bullet holes 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Glass Fractures Styles: 
 Small hole: small stone thrown hard, small bullet 

 

 Shattered glass: close range shot, large stone (obvious gunpowder 
deposits) 

 

 Hole from projectile can determine direction 

Hole is wider at exit side 

 

 As projectile decreases irregularity of shape and cracks increase 

 

                                                                   

 



Bullet Trajectory 





        opposite side 

Tan of angle =   adjacent side 

 

 



Provide 3 pieces of information you can get from this scenario 





Bullet Trajectory 

Scenario 1 provides three pieces of information 

The distance in height from the ground where the 

person was shot was 4 feet 

The building where the bullet was shot from is 40 

feet away 

The angle of impact through the glass of the car was 

2 degrees 



Shooter height was 1.34 feet 

But you need to add in the height off the ground the 

person was shot 

Final answer is 1.34 plus 4 feet = 5.34 feet 

 

 

 

 In a building, each story is about 10 feet.  So the 

shooter was on the first floor. 



Scenario 2 

Height = 17.3 + 6 = 23.3 feet 



Scenario 3 

46.6 ft + 5 = 51.63 ft 



Floor 5 



Answers to  Final Analysis 

Questions 

1. List problems that might interfere with the 

accuracy of your results.  

Not knowing the exact position of the person’s head 

at the time of the shooting 

rounding errors and estimation in measurements 

 real-life forces like wind can affect the accuracy of 

answers. 

 



Answers to  Final Analysis 

Questions 

2. What problems would be encountered if we 

couldn’t accurately determine trajectory angle? 

If trajectory could not be calculated, then 

determining the location would depend on finding 

spent shell casings, some other trace evidence, or 

eyewitness accounts.  

Real-life forces like wind can affect the accuracy of 

answers. 

 



Answers to  Final Analysis Questions 

3. Angle of entry = 15° distance to building 700 feet 

Height of shooter ~188 feet 

 

4. Angle of entry = 27° distance to building 60 feet 

Height of shooter ~31 feet 

 

5. Angle of entry = 35° distance to building 85 feet 

Height of shooter ~60 feet 

 



Forensic Files - Season 7, Episode 

33: Scratching the Surface 

 


